**Severan Researchers and the USF Undergraduate Research Symposia**

In addition to working with students on the Severan Database Project, I also mentor undergraduate researchers in their own projects. The following are oral presentations that my students gave at the USF Undergraduate Symposia. Asterisks beside the name of a student indicates that he or she won first or second place in the Humanities category.

**2009**
*Anne Leon, “Is that a temple or are you just happy to see me? The imperial rivalry of Smyrna and Ephesus*
*Shannon Ness, “Sacrificing to secure the empire: Severan propaganda through sacrificial scenes on imperial coinage”*

**2010**
Brett Collins, “Silly Barbarians, Masculinity is for Romans: An Analysis of the Efferminate Other”
Marcos Gonzales, “Too Legit to Quit: The Dissemination of Severan Propaganda during the Second Parthian War”
*Heather Gustafson, “Caracalla, Asclepius and Pergamum: A Case Study of Provincial-Imperial Relations in the 3rd Century CE”*
Shannon Ness, “Has anyone seen the Pontifex Maximus? Irregularities in Sacrificial Scenes on Late Severan Coinage”
Kayleigh Pinkett, “Caracalla as Focus and Joint Receiver of Sacrifice in Pergamene Coins minted after the Third Neokoros”

**2011**
Lynn Rose Kuznitz, “Tyche’s Twin” (2011)
*Erin Iosa, “Imperial Cult in Ephesus: Expressions of Inferiority, Superiority or Isopolicy?” (2011)*
Kelly Ward, “Here’s my card: Provincial Coinage as Advertising for the Temple of Asclepius in Pergamum” (2011)
Casey Parent, “Rivalry through Games” (2011, Poster Session)